
EIRA version 0.8.1 beta 

Release date 

This version has been released on 30 September 2014. 

 Description 

This version is the first EIRA release to be published. In the context of publishing the EIRA version 

v0.8.1 beta, several small changes to definitions of the take-over version v0.8.0 beta from Deloitte 

(‘EIA-D02.01.03-v3.1_Update and Validation of EIRA_Description of the Building Blocks in the 

EIRA’) have been made by PwC EU Services. The work on the EIRA was largely done by Deloitte 

Consulting CVBA. There are two main part in this release, first the architecture itself divided by 

views and secondly the list of ABBs along with their definition and other information.  

On 12th of June 2014, the ISA Coordination Group endorsed this version of the EIRA, stating that 

it is mature enough to go to public consultation and to be used in pilots. 

Release components  

It consists of the following release components: 

1. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Overview.PPTX: PowerPoint file containing an introduction to and 

overview of the EIRA, including the narratives. 

2. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Overview.OPD: OpenDocument Presentation version of the PowerPoint 

file to enable interoperability with an open data format. 

3. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Overview.PDF: PDF version of the PowerPoint file, to have a read-only 

version readable by anyone. 

4. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_ABBs.XLSX: Excel file containing the Architecture Building Blocks 

(ABBs), their definitions (along with its source) and examples. 

5. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_ABBs.ODS: OpenDocument Spreadsheet version of the Excel file in order 

to enable interoperability with an open data format. 

6. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_ABBs.PDF: PDF version of the Excel file, to have a read-only version 

readable by anyone. 

7. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Views.VSD: Visio file containing the 4 different EIRA views along with 

the context view. 

8. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Views.VDX: XML drawing version of the Visio file to enable 

interoperability with an open data format. 

9. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Views.PDF: PDF version of the Visio file, to have a read-only version 

readable by anyone. 

10. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_CarTool program.QVW: The QlikView file containing the Cartography 

Tool (CarTool). This file will not be publicly released. 

11. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_CarTool import.XLSX: The file used to load the Cartography Tool with 

data. This file will not be publicly released. 

12. EIRA_v0.8.1_beta_Release document set.ZIP: Zip file containing each of the above 

mentioned files. 

13. EIRA_v0.8.1 beta_Release_notes.PDF: A PDF document containing the release notes. 
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